Circular economy – transforming waste into resources
From linear to circular water and sanitation models
June 26th to 30th 2017, Spiez, Switzerland

Guidelines for Group Work
Purpose
For providing the base upon which the workshop topic will be tackled in an in-depth and practical manner,
the event will feature clinical cases. These real-life water and sanitation models (either linear, or early/
pilot stage circular models) will be studied and further developed during the group work sessions that will
take place throughout the week. The working groups objective will be to develop plans for transitioning the
current models to circular water and sanitation models. The groups will be supported by dedicated
coaches.

Expected outputs at the end of the week
We would like the groups to develop at least the following outputs:
Threats and opportunities in the business environment (à template “Blue Diamond”)
ü Circular business model and associated strengths and weaknesses (à template “Circular Business
Model”)
ü Scaling plan or implementation for making use of strengths/ opportunities and overcoming weaknesses/
threats (à template “Scaling Plan”)
On the final day of the workshop, each group will be asked to give a 15-minute presentation on the results
of the group work and their recommendations. The guidelines for the presentation are to be found further
down under task 4.
ü

Task 1
The group will start by having the clinical case presented in greater detail by the country case owner (15 min
maximum!). This will allow the group to get a better understanding of the context (social, economic, environmental, political, technological, institutional, cultural etc.), the current state of the linear or early stage circular
water and sanitation model (e.g. water, material, energy and financial flows, stakeholders involved) as well
as the challenges or needs for improvement associated with the current model. Then the group starts working
on the following tasks:
q Describe the current water and sanitation model by visualizing the water, material, energy and

financial flows that are relevant to the clinical case. Then assess the associated strengths and
weaknesses of the model.
! Template: You may use the “Circular Flows” template and adapt it to the case.
q Then assess the threats and opportunities of the social, economic, environmental, political,

technological, institutional, cultural environment.
! Template: Please use the “Blue Diamond” template.

Task 2
Reflect on and discuss which of the tools, approaches and lessons learnt from the practical insight presentations and the field trip are relevant for the clinical case and use them to generate new ideas for a circular
business model. Also analyse the strengths and weaknesses of the current model as well as the threats and
opportunities in the environment, to improve or develop a new circular business model.
q Brainstorm new ideas for the circular business model.
! Templates: You may use the “Fast Idea Generator” and/ or “Service Flip” template for developing

new ideas.
q Develop the circular business model that is appropriate for capitalizing on the identified strengths/

opportunities and overcoming the weaknesses/ threats.
! Template: Please use the “Circular Business Model” template for visualizing the business
model.
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Task 3
Draft a plan on how to transition from a linear to a circular model or to scale up or replicate a circular business
model. For this, the groups will have to identify strategies to capitalize on the identified strengths/ opportunities and overcome the weaknesses/ threats. Again, the tools, approaches and lessons learnt from the
practical insight presentations and field trip will help groups in addressing the following questions:
q Describe the process of transitioning from a linear to a circular model or of scaling up/ replicating a

-

circular model.
How do you intend to build social acceptance and create demand for the reused products?
How do you intend to manage the health risks?
How do you use enabling technologies/ ICT for supporting this process?
etc.
! Template: Please use the template “Scaling Plan” for visualising your plan. You may have to

adapt it to your case.
q Describe the key stakeholders and how you intend to engage and mobilize them?
! Template: You may use the template “Circular Buy-in”.

Task 4
On the morning of day 5, each group will present the results of their work (15 min + 5 min Q&A). They will
present the major outputs (à the outputs in bold are mandatory) and address the following and any other
relevant questions:
•

Which water, material, energy and financial flows are relevant for the current model and which strengths
and weaknesses are associated with it? (à “Circular Flows”)

•

Which threats and opportunities are relevant in the business environment? (à “Blue Diamond”)

•

What kind of circular business model was developed for capitalizing on the identified strengths/ opportunities and overcoming the weaknesses/ threats? (à “Circular Business Model”)

•

Who are the key stakeholders and how do you intend to engage and mobilize them? (à “Circular Buyin”)

•

How do you intend to manage the process of transitioning from a linear to a circular model or of scaling
up/ replicating? (à “Scaling Plan”)
-

•

How do you intend to build social acceptance and create demand for the reused products?
How do you intend to manage the health risks?
How do you use enabling technologies/ ICT for supporting this process?
…

Which three top recommendations do you have for specific stakeholder groups (policy makers,
financers, implementers, regulators, …)? Which one general recommendation do you have?
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Template “Circular Flows” (puzzle will also be distributed for group work)
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Template “Blue Diamond” (big version will be distributed for group work)

Social

Knowledge

Economic

Environmental
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20
I want to generate new ideas
by thinking differently

FAST IDEA GENERATOR

Template “Fast Idea Generator”
THE NORMAL RULE

BENDING, BREAKING &
STRETCHING THE RULE

Turn common practice upside down

Doctors treat patients

What if patients became doctors?

Integrate the offer with other offers

People access a range of services in different locations

What if different local services had one point of access?

Extend the offer

Schools provide learning opportunities to children and young people during the day

What if schools also offered sport and recreation; and community learning after hours?

Segment the offer

There is a ‘one size fits all’ approach

What if a service was personalised and differently segmented?

Add a new element

Supermarkets deliver groceries

What if supermarkets delivered groceries and also provided hot meals to older people in their
homes?

Take something away

Prisons are critical to an effective criminal justice system

What if you had to close three prisons?

Translate a practice associated with
another field

Hospitals and airports are different kinds of operations

What if airport management practices were applied to hospitals?

Graft on an element of practice from
another field

Teaching and coaching are separate practices

Push something to its most extreme
expression

Schools support children and young people to learn, but only within designated times and in a
designated space

THE APPROACH

Inversion

Integration

Extension

Differentiation

Addition

Subtraction

Translation

Grafting

Exaggeration
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What if coaching was introduced as part of secondary school education?
Development Impact & You

PRACTICAL TOOLS TO TRIGGER & SUPPORT SOCIAL INNOVATION

What if students could access learning, anytime and anywhere they chose?
Development Impact & You

PRACTICAL TOOLS TO TRIGGER & SUPPORT SOCIAL INNOVATION

PRACTICAL TOOLS TO TRIGGER & SUPPOR

Development Impact & You

Template “Service Flip”
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Template “Circular Business Model” (big version will be distributed for group work)
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Template “Circular Buy-In”
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SCALING PLAN

ile exploring different ways of increasing the scale of my work

Template “Scaling Plan” (big version will be distributed for group work)
YOUR FUTURE
ORGANISATION
Business Model
& Money

Know How
Are the systems /processes
capable of operating at higher volume,
or capable of expansion?

Is there a viable business model,
with a clear overview of
cost structures and revenues?

Is all the knowledge needed
on organisational change,
accountability, finance and
skills available in house?

Is there evidence of
sufficient demand?
Can you handle effective
supply at a larger scale?

YOUR
ORGANISATION
NOW
Physical Resources

People &
Governance
What are the skills of the key people?
Are they fit for the purpose?

Are the resources necessary for
expansion readily available,
affordable, controllable?

How does accountability and
governance need to change?

Is the timing for demand and
supply chains at larger scale clear,
and can it be matched?

Is there a clear choice for the form
of the organisational change?

Reputation &
Effectiveness
Can you show evidence of the
effectiveness of your work?

Is the management capable
of a strong focus and leadership?

PRACTICAL TOOLS TO TRIGGER & SUPPORT SOCIAL INNOVATION

Development Impact & You

What is the state of your brand?
What coalition of supporters can you
call on for help?
Development Impact & You
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PRACTICAL TOOLS TO TRIGGER & SUPPORT SOCIAL INNOVATION

PRACTICAL TOOLS TO TRIGGER & SUPP

Development Impact & You

